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What are Space Maintainers?
Space maintainers are used to maintain the spaces of lost teeth. Fixed or removable maintainers
have been used since the beginning of the 20th century in the fields of orthodontics and pediatric
dentistry (1).
Whether fixed or removable, there are certain prerequisites for all space maintainers:
1. They should maintain the mesio-distal dimension of the lost tooth.
2. They should be as simple and strong as possible.
3. They must be easily cleaned and not serve as traps for debris, which might enhance
dental caries and soft tissue pathology.
4. Their construction must not prevent or restrict normal growth and developmental
processes or interfere with such functions as mastication, speech, or deglutition.

Removable and Fixed Space Maintainers
A removable space maintainer known as Hawley Plates/Hawley Retainer requires good patient
cooperation besides having application difficulties. The patient can lose them easily and they tend
to break easily. It is difficult for the patient to adapt to the appliance in the beginning, and when
not cleaned properly on a regular basis, it causes deterioration of the oral hygiene. They are
expensive and difficult to manufacture. These appliances also have negative effects on speech
and deglutition functions (2, 3, 4).
On the other hand, the fixed type space maintainers are commonly fixed to the molar bands and
different diameters of wires are welded to these bands. They maintain the space by leaning
against the adjacent tooth of the extraction sites. Their construction and application is relatively
more difficult and more expensive than removable maintainers (5, 6). There are several fixed type
space maintainers in the field. The fixed maintainer developed by Dr. Graber is the most widely
known and preferred. The disadvantages of these appliances are the same as other fixed and
removable maintainers–namely relatively long chair time and an impression followed by
laboratory work (7).
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Picture 1: Dr. Guray’s EZ Space Maintainer®
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Picture 2: Inside the box, the EZ Space
Maintainer® has color marks indicating
the different quadrants.
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Picture 3: Adjusting the length of the EZ
Space Maintainer®, by squeezing one of
the tubes with a heavy cutter plier.
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Picture 4: Both bases must adapt
perfectly to the tooth surfaces. If
necessary, adapt with a three prong plier.
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Picture 5: Etch each tooth
surface for one minute. Rinse
and dry thoroughly.

Picture 6: Bond the maintainer
with a light cure adhesive.

Picture 7: Occlusal view.
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Picture 8: After 6 months, end of treatment.
Second premolar erupting.
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Picture 9: Occlusal view.

Clinical Evaluation
A few studies about direct bonded space maintainers were done in past years. But standardized
and repeatable type direct bonded space maintainers were not used in these studies. For this
reason a new direct bonded space maintainer was studied and evaluated clinically by Gulec S.
(14). Conventional space maintainers were evaluated by Baroni et all. (15) and Rajab (16). They
have reported median survival time for space maintainers as 20 and 18 months, respectively. The
reported survival time for space maintainers were ranging between 5 months to 27 months (9,1 3,
16, 17). In the study done by Gulec S., space maintainers were followed-up for 20 months and
EZ Space Maintainer® had presented 220 days (approximately 7 months) mean survival time.
This result shows that the EZ Space Maintainer® has a satisfactory survival time. The failure rate
of the EZ Space Maintainer® at the end of the six months was clearly low (4.8%) when compared
with the results of direct bonded space maintainers’ studies that performed by Swaine and Wright
(9) (30%), by Artun and Marstrander (8) (19%) and by Santos et al. (13) (8.3%). Age was found to
be a risk factor for the EZ Space Maintainer®. None of the maintainers failed in children over age
8. All failures were observed in children under age 8 and this result can be contributed to the
moisture contamination which was not easy to prevent for children in this group (14).
Improvements in adhesive systems affected the orthodontic appliances and the space
maintainers. Adhesives are the backbone of direct bonded space maintainer studies. However,
adhesives are not the only factor in determining the success of the direct bonded space
maintainers. The design of the space maintainers is important for toleration of occlusal forces and
retention of the abutment teeth. Previous direct bonded space maintainers were designed with
plain wires that had loops or grooves for bonding. EZ Space Maintainer® was designed for
loading minimal occlusal forces independent of the appliance length. The pads could facilitate
bonding with resin cement. This property was a critical factor for the success rate. In the study
conducted by Gulec (14) of the adhesive failures, five of five occurred between enamel and
adhesive resin. No adhesive resin loss was seen. In other words, failures did not occur between
the appliance and the adhesive. This result proves that the mesh bonding bases of the appliance
provide sufficient retention against the occlusal forces (14).
In the same study, following the SOHI norms, all patients showed acceptable oral hygiene
practices. The first 7 days after the bonding of the appliance were the most important time
intervals for the patient’s adaptation and oral hygiene education.
Space analyses were also made by the same group, according to the method presented by
Swaine and Wright (9). They also found that the extraction spaces were maintained successfully
by the EZ Space Maintainer®. As a result, they declared that the main advantages of the EZ
Space Maintainer® are saving time and ease of use.

Conclusion
We can conclude that Dr. Güray’s EZ Space Maintainer® is more cost-effective and less timeconsuming than traditional space maintainer appliances. This simple, reliable, and practical space
maintainer requires no impressions, no laboratory construction, and can be directly bonded
during one in-office visit. The EZ Space Maintainer® is more aesthetic and hygienic than
traditional space maintainer appliances. Simple and easy to use, the EZ Space Maintainer® can
be preferred as a fixed appliance providing easy maintenance of the mesio-distal dimension of
any lost deciduous teeth.
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